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FFD: Fast Feature Detector
Morteza Ghahremani, Member, IEEE , Yonghuai Liu, Senior Member, IEEE , and Bernard Tiddeman

Abstract—Scale-invariance, good localization and robustness to noise and distortions are the main properties that a local feature
detector should possess. Most existing local feature detectors find excessive unstable feature points that increase the number of
keypoints to be matched and the computational time of the matching step. In this paper, we show that robust and accurate keypoints
exist in the specific scale-space domain. To this end, we first formulate the superimposition problem into a mathematical model and
then derive a closed-form solution for multiscale analysis. Since the model is formulated via difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) kernels in
the continuous scale-space domain, for its applicability to discrete images, we discretize it using the undecimated wavelet transform
and the cubic spline function. It is proved that setting the scale-space pyramid’s blurring ratio and smoothness to 2 and 0.627,
respectively, facilitates the detection of reliable keypoints. Theoretically, the complexity of our method is less than 5% of that of the
popular baseline Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Extensive experimental results show the superiority of the proposed feature
detector over the existing representative hand-crafted and learning techniques in accuracy and computational time. The code and
supplementary materials can be found at https://github.com/mogvision/FFD.

Index Terms—Feature detection, difference-of-Gaussian (DoG), undecimated wavelet transform, scale-invariant, robustness.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

1 F EATURE detection is the process of extracting salient2

feature points from an image. The feature points could3

be blobs, corners or even edges [1], [2]. Depending on the4

application, some operations are applied to the detected5

feature points. Feature detection finds numerous applica-6

tions in the real world such as visual localization and7

3D reconstruction. A good feature detector must provide8

reliable interest points/keypoints that are scale-invariant,9

highly distinguishable, robust to noise and distortions, valid10

with high repeatability rate, well localized, of easy imple-11

mentation and computationally fast. Over the last three12

decades, a large number of image local feature detectors13

have been proposed, in which Scale Invariant Feature Trans-14

form (SIFT) [3] is probably the most well-known technique15

and it actually opened a new era for image processing16

and computer vision. Since then, a considerable number of17

feature detectors have been proposed, where in most cases18

they followed and borrowed the concepts from SIFT like [4],19

[5], [6], [7], [8], [33], [34], [49].20

In the literature, feature detectors can be grouped into21

intensity-based, multiscale and learning-based categories.22

Intensity-based detectors are directly applied to the grey23

values of images. As expected, these detectors are usually24

fast. The Harris corner detector and its variants [9], Features25

from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [10], Maximally Sta-26

ble Extremal Regions (MSER) [11], Intensity-Based Regions27

(IBR) [12] and Smallest Uni-value Segment Assimilating28

Nucleus (SUSAN) [13] are the most representative methods29

in this category.30

The feature detectors of the second category use scale-31
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space analysis. The input image is first transformed into 32

a scale-space pyramid and then keypoints are detected. 33

In the literature, such methods are often called multi- 34

scale feature detectors. Some representative multiscale fea- 35

ture detectors include SIFT, Speeded-Up Robust Feature 36

(SURF) [4], Harris-Affine and Hessian-Affine [14], Affine 37

SIFT (ASIFT) [5], a nonlinear scale-space method called 38

KAZE1 [6], Scale-Invariant Feature Detector with Error 39

Resilience (SIFER) [7], Combination Of Shifted FIlter RE- 40

sponses (COSFIRE) [8] and multiscale Harris corner detector 41

(HarrisZ) [15]. Keypoints detected by the multiscale meth- 42

ods are usually of high accuracy, repeatability, robustness 43

and scale-invariance. When compared to the intensity-based 44

methods, they show better performance [19], but usually 45

require considerably more computational time. In most ap- 46

plications, the feature detection step is followed by a feature 47

description step and it is necessary to feed the descriptors 48

with reliable keypoints, since reliable keypoints not only 49

decrease the computational time of description but also 50

increase the subsequent matching performance. Recently, 51

several learnt feature detectors were developed [24], [25], 52

[26], [28], [32], [33]. In contrast with the methods in the 53

former two categories, the methods in the third category do 54

not extract and analyze particular features of the images for 55

the identification of keypoints, but automatically learn and 56

evaluate where they are and/or how they can be described. 57

Even though such learning-based methods have the most 58

potential, training data limits their applicability in practice. 59

Other interesting feature detectors can be found in [16], [27], 60

[29], [30], [31], [36]. Comprehensive surveys on local feature 61

detectors are provided in [17], [18]. 62

Most of the conventional detectors cannot provide re- 63

liable keypoints and they usually fall in superimposed 64

extrema while requiring considerable computational time. 65

In this paper, we propose a novel multiscale feature de- 66

1. KAZE means wind in Japanese and it stands for the nonlinear
processes of the detector.

https://github.com/mogvision/FFD
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tector for computer vision applications. Firstly, while the67

Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) is often used to approximate68

the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), we analyze their relations69

in scale normalization and excitatory regions. The analysis70

reveals insights into the design of a suitable DoG kernel71

for feature detection in the continuous scale-space domain.72

This kernel ensures that the approximated LoG by the DoG73

is scale-normalized, the blurring ratio is optimized and the74

DoG will not produce superimposed extreme responses for75

the detection of keypoints in discrete images. The proposed76

kernel is then discretized for effective implementation us-77

ing well-structured undecimated wavelets and the spline78

function to form our multiscale space domain. We search79

for reliable blobs laid at conjunctions via analysis of the80

hessian matrix and an anisotropic metric. The scale-space81

pyramid of the proposed method does not need either82

upsampling or downsampling operations and thus provides83

good localization for the detected keypoints. Theoretically,84

the computational time of the proposed feature detector is85

about 5% that of SIFT while the keypoints detected by our86

detector are much more accurate and reliable than those87

of SIFT. Increasing reliability and reducing the computa-88

tional time considerably are the main characteristics of the89

proposed technique. For this reason, the proposed feature90

detector is called fast feature detector, and for simplicity we91

abbreviate it as FFD.92

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the93

next section, we critically review existing feature detectors.94

The proposed fast feature detector is detailed in Section 3.95

Section 4 reports and discusses the experimental results of96

FFD and the state-of-the-art keypoint detectors and, finally,97

conclusions and future work are provided in Section 5.98

2 RELATED WORK99

In order to critically review SIFT2, two issues should be con-100

sidered: (i) the framework of SIFT and (ii) the methodology101

behind its implementation. As discussed before, the frame-102

work of SIFT is well-established. In short, SIFT transforms103

an input image into a suitable scale-space, which is scale-104

invariant (taking this feature into the design is important105

as we are interested in the scale-invariant keypoints in most106

applications), then in the scale-space, it detects interest blobs107

(candidate keypoints) and refines their locations in scale-108

space and, finally, rejects the unstable ones. As SIFT is in109

favour of blobs located at conjunctions, it computes the hes-110

sian matrix for each keypoint and selects the most reliable111

ones using a threshold on its eigenvalues. The majority of112

its computational time is assigned to the construction of113

its Gaussian scale-space pyramid. The blurring process of114

SIFT is slow, and aside from its high computational cost,115

it produces some unreliable keypoints due to its Gaus-116

sian smoothness. Because of its scale-space, a considerable117

number of keypoints detected by SIFT are located over118

superimposed edges that lead to increase in the running119

time of the descriptors and decrease in matching perfor-120

mance subsequently, while reliable keypoints can improve121

the performance of the feature descriptors substantially.122

2. Hereafter, for simplicity we denote the SIFT detector by SIFT, as
the SIFT descriptor is not the study subject of this paper. The same
notion is used for other methods.

Bay et al. [4] proposed a modified version of SIFT called 123

SURF that approximates the Gaussian kernel by the in- 124

tegral image and Haar wavelets. While its computational 125

time is significantly lower, approximated estimation of the 126

Gaussian function seriously affects the localization and thus 127

reliability of the detected keypoints. The same observation 128

can be made in the results of BRISK [49], which is a scale- 129

invariant version of FAST. 130

To address the scale smoothing of SIFT, Alcantarilla et al. 131

[6] proposed ‘KAZE’. This feature detector uses a nonlinear 132

diffusion filter to form a nonlinear scale-space, and then 133

detects the interest points. As it uses a nonlinear filter, it 134

is robust to noise; moreover, as there is neither up-sampling 135

nor downsampling operation in its design, good localization 136

is its another positive aspect. It, however, requires high 137

computational time due to its nonlinear filter; to cope with 138

this problem, its fast version under the name of ‘Accelerated 139

KAZE (AKAZE)’ [20] was proposed. The computational 140

time is reduced but still high. Roughly speaking, AKAZE 141

needs the same computational time as SIFT. Aside from the 142

high complexity of KAZE and its accelerated version (this is 143

because of the estimation of nonlinear filters), the detected 144

keypoints often fall in superimposed extrema and their reli- 145

ability against distortion is low. Another improved version 146

of KAZE is reported in [21]. Using a cosine modulated Gaus- 147

sian filter [7] is another proposed method for improving 148

the performance of SIFT. According to the reported results, 149

this method named SIFER enhanced the repeatability of the 150

detected keypoints, but its computational time is consider- 151

ably high and it seems to be unusable in practice. The same 152

problem can be seen with techniques in [22] and [23]. 153

Recently, several deep learning-based feature detectors 154

have been developed [24], [25], [26], [28], [32], [33]. They 155

train on patch-wise/full-sized images and often provide 156

keypoints that are robust to distortion. Even though the 157

learnt feature detectors have a certain degree of scale invari- 158

ance because of pre-training with data augmentations [32], 159

[35], they are not inherently invariant to scale changes and 160

their matching tends to fail in cases with a significant change 161

in scale. In fact, data augmentation often captures well the 162

variations in the real-world at the local level, but their 163

effectiveness over large-scale datasets is usually difficult to 164

predict. 165

Falling into superimposed extrema is the main problem 166

of the most existing feature detectors regardless of their 167

categories. The superimposition phenomenon is the inter- 168

action/interference between two or more adjacent edges 169

in images whose kernel responses do not provide clear 170

information about where these edges are. It happens in the 171

cases that the parameters of the scale-space pyramids are 172

not well defined. In the following section, we will show 173

that the reliable keypoints exist only in the specific scale- 174

space and then reconstruct the proposed multiscale pyramid 175

based on this. This study is the first attempt to solve the 176

superimposed extrema problem for feature detection. 177

3 PROPOSED FAST FEATURE DETECTOR (FFD) 178

Multiscale keypoint detectors generally contain two steps: 179

scale-space pyramid construction and keypoint detection. 180

FFD is a multiscale feature detector for finding reliable blobs 181
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in images. We first need to design a suitable kernel for182

edge detection. In Section 3.1, we explore a new relation183

between DoG and LoG kernels. This provides a solid foun-184

dation for designing our continuous scale-space. We prove185

that the parameters of the scale-space, i.e. smoothness and186

blurring ratio, could not be tuned arbitrarily. We explore187

the exact relation between the above-mentioned parameters188

by formulating superimposition occurred during edge de-189

tection. Section 3.2 reveals that edges can be more reliably190

detected in the continuous scale-space if the blurring ratio191

and smoothness are set to 2 and 0.627, respectively. These192

are golden values for multiscale image processing. To the193

best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to formalize194

and optimize the scale-space for detecting reliable edges in195

discrete images. We discretize our continuous scale-space196

using undecimated wavelet transform (UWT) and the spline197

function. We first review them in Section 3.3 and then198

use them in the FFD multiscale architecture detailed in199

Section 3.4. The last step of FFD, i.e. keypoints detection200

and refinement, is presented in Section 3.5.201

3.1 Kernel Design in the Continuous Scale-Space202

FFD is a blob-detector. The desired blob-detector kernel is203

the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG). If a two-dimensional (2D)204

Gaussian function Gσ(x, y) with width σ is defined as205

Gσ(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 , (1)

then the scale-normalized LoG function is

5̄2
Gσ(x, y) = σ2 52 Gσ(x, y)

= σ2
(∂2Gσ(x, y)

∂x2
+
∂2Gσ(x, y)

∂y2
)

=
1

πσ2

(x2 + y2

2σ2
− 1
)
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 , (2)

where 52 denotes the Laplacian operator in 2D space. In206

practice, LoG is not applicable to feature detection due to207

its high computational complexity and noise amplification208

since it contains the second order derivative operations1.209

Lindeberg [37] and Lowe [3] approximated an LoG function210

by a DoG one. They first replace time with scale in the heat211

diffusion212

∂Gσ(x, y)

∂σ
= σ52 Gσ(x, y). (3)

If the derivative of the Gaussian function is defined as213

∂Gσ(x, y)

∂σ
= lim
µσ→σ

Gµσ(x, y)−Gσ(x, y)

µσ − σ
, (4)

then Eq. (3) can be approximated by214

5̄2
Gσ(x, y) ≈ 1

µ− 1

(
Gµσ(x, y)−Gσ(x, y)

)
. (5)

Here ‘Gµσ(x, y)−Gσ(x, y)’ denotes the DoG filter [hereafter215

it is denoted by Dσ,µ(x, y)] and parameter µ is the ratio216

of two sigma values in the DoG function and is called217

blurring ratio. Equation (5) states that the scale-normalized218

LoG function can be implemented by the DoG function.219

1. In practice, the input image is smoothed before applying the LoG
kernel.

Compared to LoG, DoG is more robust to noise since it 220

comprises two Gaussian filters that are inherently low-pass 221

filters and thus can attenuate the side effects of noise. More- 222

over, the complexity of LoG is significantly reduced by DoG. 223

However, this equation just provides an approximation for 224

Eq. (3) and could not describe the exact relation between the 225

scale-normalized LoG and DoG functions. 226

To solve this problem, we define the exact relation 227

between the scale-normalized LoG and DoG functions as 228

follows 229

5̄2
GσL(x, y) = η(σL, σ, µ)Dσ,µ(x, y), (6)

where σL denotes the sigma value of the scale-normalized 230

LoG kernel. In the above equation, η(σL, σ, µ) is a function 231

that makes balance between two sides of the aforemen- 232

tioned equation. Needless to say that η(σL, σ, µ) is approx- 233

imated as ‘ 1
µ−1 ’ in Eq. (5). In this study, we investigate its 234

exact value. 235

We first assume that η(σL, σ, µ) is independent of σL and 236

σ, and then check whether this assumption is true or not. 237

With this assumption and the linearity property of Eq. (6), 238

the excitatory regions2 of the DoG and the scale-normalized 239

LoG kernels will be identical. The excitatory region of LoG, 240

denoted by ωL, is obtained via setting Eq. (2) to zero: 241

ωL = 2
√
x2 + y2 = 2

√
2σL. (7)

Likewise, one can formulate the excitatory region of DoG, 242

ωD , as follows: 243

ωD = 4µσ

√
ln (µ)

µ2 − 1
. (8)

Since the DoG and the scale-normalized LoG functions have 244

the identical excitatory region, we can deduce 245

ωL = ωD ⇒ σL = µσ

√
2 ln (µ)

µ2 − 1
. (9)

This equation reveals the relation between the locations of 246

zero-crossing points in the DoG and the scale-normalized 247

LoG functions. Now we investigate their amplitudes. The 248

aim is to make the peaks of 5̄2
Gσ(x, y) and Dσ,µ(x, y) 249

identical. The peak values of both the functions are situated 250

at the centre, i.e. x = 0 and y = 0: 251

5̄2
GσL(0, 0) = − 1

πσ2
L

= − µ2 − 1

2πµ2σ2 ln (µ)
, (10)

and 252

Dσ,µ(0, 0) =
1

2πµ2σ2
− 1

2πσ2
= − µ2 − 1

2πµ2σ2
. (11)

Inserting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (6) yields 253

η(σL, σ, µ) =
5̄2

GσL(0, 0)

Dσ,µ(0, 0)
=

1

ln (µ)
. (12)

This equation clearly shows that η(σL, σ, µ) is independent 254

of σL and σ, as claimed earlier, and it just depends on the 255

blurring ratio. Since the blurring ratio is always fixed in the 256

scale-space pyramid, we may conclude that a DoG function 257

2. The excitatory region denoted by ω is the area enclosed by the two
zero-crossing points in the second derivative-filters [38]. See Fig. 2(a).
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with sigma value of σ and blurring ratio of µ is always258

scale-normalized at µσ
√

2 ln (µ)
µ2−1 [see Eqs. (6) and (9)]. This259

is an important conclusion that the DoG function is scale-260

normalized under any conditions. We summarize the exact261

relation between the normalized LoG and DoG functions in262

the following:263

5̄2
GσL(x, y) =

1

ln (µ)
Dσ,µ(x, y), (13)

where264

σL = µσ

√
2 ln (µ)

µ2 − 1
. (14)

If we seek the behaviour of the model defined in Eq. (13)265

for µ around 1, firstly we need to expand ‘ln (µ)’ around266

‘µ = 1’ via the Taylor series267

ln (µ) = (µ−1)− 1

2
(µ−1)2 + ...+

(−1)N−1

N
(µ−1)N . (15)

Since µ approaches 1, it is possible to approximate the Taylor268

series of ‘ln (µ)’ by its first term and, not surprisingly, it269

then yields ‘η(µ) ≈ 1
µ−1 ’, exactly as stated earlier in Eq. (5).270

Unlike Eq. (5) that enforces the blurring ratio to be near 1,271

our model shows that this parameter can actually be chosen272

freely in the interval of (1,∞). Now, a question arises what273

suitable values for µ and σ are. In the following subsection,274

we determine them using the superimposition concept and275

Eq. (14).276

3.2 Determination of Blurring Ratio µ and Smoothness277

σ278

Parameter µ in Eq. (13) determines the scale-ratio, con-279

trolling the ratio of two sigma values in and thus the280

blurring speed of the DoG function. Fig. 1(a) depicts the281

DoG function for different values of µ. It can be seen that282

the excitatory region is increased by raising the blurring283

ratio [recall Eq. (14)]. Determining the optimal DoG kernel284

has been a challenging task in image processing as the285

uncertainty theorem dictates in the space and the frequency286

domains. Marr and Hildreth [39] claimed that the suitable287

value of µ is 1.6. The authors in [40] mentioned that the288

possible values for µ could be in the range of (1, 2]. Lowe [3]289

considered ‘µ = 21/3 ≈ 1.26’ as the best value. However,290

all the aforementioned values of µ are obtained under some291

numerical experiments and there is no formal proof for their292

optimal determinations. In this study, we introduce a novel293

framework for thoroughly analyzing features in images. We294

will show that the blurring ratio plays a key role in the295

reliability of the detected keypoints.296

For simplicity, we discuss the DoG kernel in one di-297

mension and the same results can be extended to two298

dimensions. When a kernel is applied to a signal, close299

edges may affect each other’s responses. Depending on their300

distribution, their interaction could be destructive and am-301

plified. Because of this interaction, superimposed edges do302

not show their real kernel responses so they are not reliable.303

Furthermore, superimposed edges may be displaced. In304

the image processing literature, this phenomenon is called305

superimposition [38]. A considerable number of detected306

(a) DoG kernels for different values of µ.

(b) Zero-crossing error for different values of µ and λ.

Fig. 1. (a) Different scale-ratio values µ yield different DoG functions,
and subsequently, different excitatory regions. (b) Zero-crossing error
for different values of µ and λ according to Eq. (19).

blobs in the scale-space pyramid are caused by the superim- 307

position. Here, we formulate the superimposition problem 308

based on µ and σ and then derive a closed-form solution to 309

their principled and optimal determination. The closeness 310

of two adjacent edges is determined by the excitatory region 311

ωD of the DoG kernel. The support region is generally taken 312

as 3ωD , where 99.7% of the area under a 1D Gaussian lies in 313

‘3ωD’ [38]. If ‘d’ denotes the distance between two adjacent 314

edges [Fig. 2(a)], then there are three possibilities: 315

• d > 3ωD: The mutual influence of large-gap edges 316

on the response to the DoG kernel is relatively weak 317

and this can be ignored as depicted in Fig. 2(b); 318

• ωD ≤ d ≤ 3ωD: The mutual influence of medium- 319

gap edges on the response to the DoG kernel is 320

considerable [Fig. 2(c)]. 321

• d < ωD : The mutual influence of nearby edges on the 322

response to the DoG kernel is so strong that it cannot 323

determine their exact locations [Fig. 2(d)]. 324

If the width of interest region is smaller than the excita- 325

tory region of the applied kernel, i.e. d < ωD , the edges of 326
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the given region are displaced and their zero-crossing error327

∆x can be computed as follows:328

∆x =
√
δx2 + δy2 =

ωD − d
2

, (16)

where δx and δy are the deviation of the estimated zero-329

crossing point from its real value along x and y axes, respec-330

tively. The zero-crossing error increases when the difference331

between ωD and d increases and in the worst case, two332

adjacent edges have the minimum distance from each other.333

If this distance is denoted by dmin, then334

∆xmax =
√
δx2max + δy2max =

ωD − dmin
2

, (17)

where ∆xmax is the maximum tolerable value of the zero-335

crossing error. The minimum distance between two adjacent336

edges is 1 pixel, i.e. ‘dmin = 1’. On the other hand, the max-337

imum deviation of an extremum along x and y axes should338

be less than 1
2 pixel, i.e. ‘δxmax = 1

2 ’ and ‘δymax = 1
2 ’. This339

is because deviations less than 1
2 pixel could be refined (this340

is discussed later in Eqs. (26) and (27)), otherwise there is a341

shift in the location of the given pixel and we should check342

whether it is an extremum in the new location. Considering343

these yields the following constraint on the excitatory region344

of the DoG kernel:345

∆xmax ≤
1√
2
⇒ ωD − 1

2
≤ 1√

2
. (18)

If we assume ‘σ = λµ’ in Eq. (14) where λ is a positive346

constant, then inserting it into Eq. (18) gives the following347

constraint on λ and µ:348

4λµ2
√

ln (µ)
µ2−1 − 1

2
≤ 1√

2
. (19)

This constraint states that both parameters µ and σ deter-349

mine the zero-crossing error. In Fig. 1(b), we depict the350

potential values of µ for different λ. For a fixed λ, increasing351

µ raises the zero-crossing error or, equivalently, the precision352

∆x in the space domain becomes coarse while the precision353

in the frequency domain (denoted by ∆s) is enhanced354

according to the uncertainty theorem ‘∆x∆s ≥ π
4 ’ [39]. As355

there is a trade-off between ∆x and ∆s, we need to select356

µ that satisfies Eq. (19) and at the same time yields fine357

precision in the frequency domain. In our experiment, the358

DoG kernel for µ in the range of (1, 3] has good similarity359

with its corresponding LoG kernel in the space domain as360

shown in Fig. 1(a). On the other hand, if the bandwidth361

of the DoG kernel is analyzed in the frequency domain,362

one can compute that the half-power (-3dB) bandwidth for363

‘µ = 2’ is about 75.3% of that at ‘µ = 1+10−10’1. Hence, µ in364

the range of (1, 2] may provide reasonable bandwidth and365

we select µ = 2 for its good precision both in the frequency366

and space domains. As will be discussed later, the space and367

scale locations of the keypoints will be refined by Eqs. (26)368

and (27) but we could not refine some other aspects of the369

keypoints like the superimposed extrema. By setting µ to370

2, parameter λ equals 0.3135 according to Eq. (19) and this371

renders 0.627 for σ [see Fig. 1(b)]. In summary, σ and µmust372

1. According to Eq. (5), σL is close to σ when µ approaches 1. Here,
we consider ‘µ = 1 + 10−10’ as the closest value to 1.

(a) Input edges and a DoG kernel

(b) d > 3ωD

(c) ωD ≤ d ≤ 3ωD

(d) d < ωD

Fig. 2. DoG kernel responses are influenced by the relation between the
kernel’s excitatory region ωD and the distance d between two adjacent
edges.

be carefully determined so that the responses of the DoG 373

kernels can facilitate the separation of the nearby edges. 374

Most conventional feature detectors have overlooked such 375

considerations. Our analysis shows that setting σ and µ as 376

0.627 and 2 respectively guarantees no superimposed blobs. 377

We thus construct our proposed multiscale space pyramid 378

based on these golden values. 379
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3.3 Discrete Pyramid Design by the Golden Blurring380

Ratio and Gaussian Kernel381

Several studies [37], [47] reveal that natural images have382

specific properties that exist over a certain range of scales,383

and the possible scale-space kernel is the Gaussian function.384

In practical image processing, a powerful transform is the385

one that can provide expressive representation for the struc-386

tural information of an image. The structural information387

is mainly edges and textures. In order to design a scale-388

space pyramid applicable to the discrete nature of the image389

using the DoG kernel with parameters ‘σ = 0.627’ and390

‘µ = 2’, we need to discretize the kernel. Hence, we seek a391

transform that can provide multiscale object representation392

with ‘µ = 2’ and its kernel is similar to the Gaussian393

function in the discrete domain. We are also interested in394

other aspects of a good transform including translation-395

invariance, good localization and robustness to noise and396

distortions. It is clear that a robust multiscale algorithm can397

provide stable representation for the structural information.398

Taking all the above-mentioned factors into considera-399

tion motivates us to select UWT and the spline function at400

the heart of our feature detector. The scale-ratio of UWT is401

a constant of almost 2 that makes it more suitable for our402

design. Moreover, UWT is an undecimated transform and it403

is shown that redundant transforms are robust against noise404

and distortions [48]. The spline kernel, on the other hand, is405

the approximation of the Gaussian function and is suitable406

for effective analysis of natural images. It is worth noting407

that there is a vast literature on different kernels. Haar,408

Daubechies, Biorthogonal, Coiflet, Symlet, Morlet, Mexican409

hat and different BN -splines are probably the most applica-410

ble kernels in image processing. Likewise, there are a large411

number of studies on image/signal transforms. Wavelet and412

its numerous decimated and undecimated variants, platelet,413

ridgelet, curvelet, contourlets, bandlet, shearlet and ripplet414

are the most representative transforms. Surveying all of415

them is out of the scope of this paper and the reader can416

refer to [43], [44] and references therein for more informa-417

tion.418

Here, we briefly review the UWT with a cubic spline419

finite impulse response (FIR) B3 filter bank. The undeci-420

mated wavelet transform, which is also known as station-421

ary wavelet transform, is introduced by [41], [45]. This422

transform maps an image into different scale levels and423

then subtracts any two sequential scale/coarse images to424

yield the fine ones. If the kernel of UWT is the Gaussian425

function, then the fine scale of UWT is of the DoG functions.426

Instead of applying the downsampling operator to the input427

images, UWT upscales the kernel by a factor of 2j−1, where428

j denotes the jth decomposition level of the image. The429

upsampling step is done via inserting zeros between the430

elements of the mother kernel and for this reason, this431

transform is also known as “algorithme à trous” [46]. The432

UWT has a redundant framework of J for J decomposition433

levels that makes it robust to ringing artefacts. At each scale434

level j, it extracts a coarse image Cj from its previous scale435

level ‘j − 1’ [43]:436

Cj = Cj−1 ∗ h(j), j = 1, ..., J ; (20)

where h(j) denotes the kernel at scale level j and C0 is the437

input image. We construct our scale-space via the above438

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) 1D cubic spline function Φ; (b) 1D wavelet function Ψ.

equation and call it ‘coarse scale-space pyramid’. Subtrac- 439

tion of any two successive layers in the coarse scale-space 440

pyramid yields the fine one Dj as 441

Dj = Cj−1 −Cj , j = 1, ..., J. (21)

Similarly, the ‘fine scale-space pyramid’ includes all the fine 442

images obtained via the above operation. 443

Since designing appropriate analysis and synthesis filter 444

banks in image processing is a challenging task and is still 445

open for discussion, Starck et al. [42] opted for the symmetric 446

FIR B3 filter bank. The one dimensional (1D) cubic spline 447

function Φ [Fig. 3(a)] is defined [42] as: 448

Φ(ν) =
1

12

(
|ν−2|3−4|ν−1|3 +6|ν|3−4|ν+1|3 + |ν+2|3

)
.

(22)
The related filter of the scaling function is h(1) = 449

[1, 4, 6, 4, 1]/16 and its 2D kernel is separable and obtained 450

by convolving two 1D cubic kernels in the x and y directions 451

respectively. Separability allows fast computation especially 452

for large images. Other upscaled filters h(j), j ∈ {2, ..., J}, 453

are obtained via inserting ‘2j−1 − 1’ zeros between each 454

pair of adjacent elements in h(1). The difference between 455

two successive resolutions of the cubic function Φ yields the 456

wavelet function Ψ [Fig. 3(b)] as: 457

1

2
Ψ(
ν

2
) = Φ(ν)− 1

2
Φ(
ν

2
). (23)

3.4 FFD Multiscale Architecture 458

Our findings in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 concern edge detection 459

and could be used in general image processing. Here, we 460

utilize these concepts to build a multiscale pyramid suitable 461

for keypoint detection. 462

The framework of the proposed multiscale pyramid is 463

shown in Fig. 4. The input image is preliminarily smoothed 464

by the Gaussian function with standard deviation of ‘σ0’ 465

to decrease noise and other artefacts. The possible values 466

for σ0 start from 0.5, where 0.5 is the minimum value to 467

prevent significant aliasing. As will be discussed later, the 468

value of σ0 is set to 0.6 in our design. Next, we apply the 469

cubic spline kernel set {h(1), h(2), ..., h(N+2)} to the blurred 470

image that yields ‘N + 3’ coarse images. According to Eq. 471

(20), the smoothed input image with σ0 is blurred by h(1) to 472

yield the second coarse image; the resultant image is then 473

convolved with h(2) to form the next coarse image, and so 474
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forth. In fact, the coarse image in the third scale level is475

equivalent to the convolution of the blurred input image476

with kernel set {h(1), h(2)}; and likewise, the fourth coarse477

scale-space’s image is equivalent to the convolution of the478

blurred input image with kernel set {h(1), h(2), h(3)}, and479

so forth. This is summarized in Table 1, where the sigma480

of the first kernel, σ1, is equal to 1.05 and this value is481

approximately doubled at each scale level. After organizing482

the coarse scale-space pyramid, the next step is to form483

the fine scale-space pyramid. To this end, according to Eq.484

(21), any two adjacent blurred images at the coarse scale-485

space pyramid are subtracted to yield ‘N + 2’ fine ones or486

equivalently ‘N ’ comparable fine ones.487

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the goal is to design a DoG488

kernel with σ0 and µ of 0.627 and 2, respectively. On the489

other hand, Table 1 states that µ is not a constant of 2490

and the sigma value of the first kernel, σ1, is not equal to491

0.627. Thus, we convolve the input image with the Gaussian492

function with sigma value of σ0 in such a way that its value493

is around 0.627 and, simultaneously, it yields µ of almost494

2. Given σ0 = γσ1, where ‘γ’ is a positive constant and σ1495

is 1.05 as shown in Table 1. If we arrange the scale-ratios496

between any two consecutive coarse images into a vector497

‘M = [µ1, ..., µN+2]’ as1
498

M =

[√
σ2
0 + σ2

1

σ2
0

,

√
σ2
0 + σ2

2

σ2
0 + σ2

1

, ...,

√
σ2
0 + σ2

N+1

σ2
0 + σ2

N

]
, (24)

then its length is ‘N+2’. In our experiment, all the elements499

of vectorM approach 2 when γ is set to 0.57. For instance,500

vectorM for ‘N = 3’ is501

M≈
[
2.02, 1.98, 1.99, 1.99, 1.99

]
. (25)

Setting γ = 0.57 yields σ0 = 0.6 and502

its corresponding smoothing filter is: h(0) =503

[0.002566, 0.1655, 0.6638, 0.1655, 0.002566].504

Unlike the conventional detectors whose scale-space505

pyramids consist of several octaves and each octave in-506

cludes some scale levels, the coarse scale-space pyramid507

of our feature detector contains just ‘N + 3’ undecimated508

scale levels. In fact, instead of downsampling the image,509

the kernel is upscaled. This feature helps us improve the510

localization of detected keypoints. Our studies have shown511

that FFD detects the majority of potential keypoints in fine512

images. This is because of the applied cubic spline kernel513

and the blurring ratio discussed in the previous sections. To514

better illustrate this fact, we compare the fine scale-space515

responses of SIFT and FFD for the 1D step function subject516

to 1% random Gaussian noise in Fig. 5. Parameters ‘N ’ in517

FFD and ‘S’ in SIFT were set to 2, where the sigma values for518

SIFT and FFD are in the intervals of [1.6, 6.4] and [1.05, 9.5],519

respectively. An optimal detector should be able to detect520

all potential real edges and discard noisy or distorted ones.521

From the edge detection point of view, Fig. 5 shows that522

both the methods produce smooth responses in the jagged523

regions contaminated with noise while in the edge area, FFD524

provides much stronger responses than SIFT. Because of525

1. ‘N+3’ images in the coarse multiscale space pyramid yield ‘N+2’
pairs of consecutive images in the fine multiscale space pyramid. When
two Gaussian functions with sigma values σa and σb are convolved,
the sigma value of the resultant convolution is equal to

√
σ2
a + σ2

b .

Fig. 4. The framework of the proposed multiscale pyramid. N fine
images are output and used for feature detection in Section 3.5.

smoothness, SIFT ignores some potentially reliable edges, 526

and this Achilles heel of SIFT is more observable in the 527

images whose texture regions are not highly discriminable 528

like those captured at night. 529

Good localization of the detected feature points is an- 530

other important property of a good feature detector. This 531

feature plays a pivotal role in accurately estimating param- 532

eters of interest like the fundamental matrix, homography 533

matrix, affine transform, etc. The location of the detected 534

edge should be as close to the true one as possible; and 535

in the best case, the detector should return just one point 536

for each true edge point. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that 537

FFD responses are much closer to the true edge than SIFT’s, 538

especially in the beginning levels of scale. In the fourth level, 539

we can see that FFD covers a large area; as mentioned earlier, 540

FFD covers a large interval of sigma values compared to that 541

of SIFT for the same number of scale levels. Adopting up- 542

sampling operators and excluding downsampling operators 543

is at the root of good localization of the keypoints detected 544

by FFD without any ambiguity due to interpolation. 545

3.5 Feature Detection and Refinement 546

Hereafter, our task is to detect keypoints in the fine scale- 547

space pyramid and refine their locations. Fig. 6 illustrates 548

the keypoint detection procedure in FFD. Firstly, the candi- 549

date keypoints located at blobs in the scale-space domain are 550

detected via a non-maximum suppression and their scale- 551

space locations are refined [stage (I)]. To reduce false posi- 552

tives, these candidates are then analyzed in hessian matrix 553

and anisotropic metric. The blobs located at conjunctions 554

are finally taken as reliable keypoints [stage (II)]. In the 555

following, each stage is presented in detail. 556

I. Extrema Detection and Refinement: Using a 3×3×3 non- 557

maximum suppression [50], the extrema blobs across space 558

and scale are detected. Due to discretization, the extrema 559

are often situated between pixels in the space domain and 560

planes in the scale domain; so, we examine whether they 561

are valid extrema and if so, where their exact scale-space 562
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TABLE 1
The relation between kernels at different scales. h1 is the cubic spline

kernel (h(1) = [1, 4, 6, 4, 1]/16).

Kernel Figure Sigma value

H1 = h(1) σ1 = 1.05

H2 = h(2) ∗ h(1) σ2 = 2.32

H3 = h(3) ∗
h(2) ∗ h(1)

σ3 = 4.75

H4 = h(4) ∗
h(3) ∗h(2) ∗h(1)

σ4 = 9.5

locations are. Similar to SIFT [3], this is done by applying the563

Taylor expansion to the extrema. Given that the candidate564

keypoint is located at x = (x, y, σ) in the kth fine image Dk,565

k ∈ {2, ..., N + 1}. The quadratic Taylor expansion of the566

intensity D(x) is defined as567

Dk(x + ∆) = Dk(x) +
∂Dk(x)

∂x
∆ +

1

2
∆T ∂

2Dk(x)

∂x2
∆,

(26)
where ∆ = (δx, δy, δσ) is the offset of the keypoint from the568

given point x. Taking the derivative of Eq. (26) with respect569

to ∆ and setting it to zero yields the offset of the candidate570

keypoint:571

∆̂ = −
∂2D−1k (x)

∂x2

∂Dk(x)

∂x
. (27)

The new location of the keypoint of interest will be x̂ = x +572

∆̂ if each element of the offset vector ∆̂ is smaller than 0.5.573

Otherwise, the candidate keypoint is not a valid extremum574

and thus is discarded.575

Detected blobs in the fine scale-space pyramid could be576

local or global extrema. Compared to global extrema, local577

ones have low contrast and can be removed by applying a578

contrast threshold, τlc, to the intensity values of the extrema,579

i.e. Dk(x̂). The intensity values are obtained via inserting580

Eq. (27) into Eq. (26):581

Dk(x̂) = Dk(x) +
1

2

∂Dk(x)

∂x
∆̂. (28)

In practical image processing, the extrema with high con-582

trast are more favourable. Bear in mind that Eq. (28) could583

(a) 1st fine scale-space response

(b) 2nd fine scale-space response

(c) 3rd fine scale-space response

(d) 4th fine scale-space response

Fig. 5. The responses of FFD and SIFT kernels to the step function.

not remove superimposed blobs since they have large am- 584

plified values [see Fig. 2(d)]. In the case of destructive 585

superimposition, this equation may also discard potential 586

keypoints, increasing false negative. 587

II. Edge Suppression: As the detected blobs may not be 588

reliable, the goal is to select the reliable ones, located at 589

conjunctions. To this end, we use the anisotropy definition 590

proposed by [51]. Let’s define the tensor J of the keypoint 591

at x = (x, y, σ) as follows: 592

J =

∂2Dk(x)
∂x2

∂2Dk(x)
∂x∂y

∂2Dk(x)
∂x∂y

∂2Dk(x)
∂y2

 =

[
Jxx Jxy

Jxy Jyy

]
. (29)
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Fig. 6. The framework of salient feature detection in FFD.

Then anisotropy parameterCm for the given pixel is defined593

as594

Cm =

(
λ1 − λ0
λ1 + λ0

)c
, (30)

where λ0 and λ1 are the two eigenvalues of Eq. (29), and595

‘c’ is a positive constant. In order to avoid negative values,596

c is chosen as 2. For a keypoint located in conjunction, we597

have λ1 ≈ λ0 and subsequently Cm ≈ 0. According to the598

definition, they are computed from the following equation599

λ0,1 =
1

2

(
Jyy + Jxx ±

√(
Jyy − Jxx)2 + 4J2

xy

)
. (31)

Inserting Eq. (31) into the anisotropy definition, i.e. Eq. (30),600

yields601

Cm =

(√(Jyy − Jxx)2 + 4J2
xy

Jyy + Jxx

)2

= 1− 4
Det(J)

Tr2(J)
, (32)

where Det(J) and Tr(J) denote the determinant and the602

trace of the tensor J in Eq. (29):603

Det(J) = JxxJyy − J2
xy, (33)

and604

Tr(J) = Jxx + Jyy. (34)

Cm in Eq. (32) takes values in the interval of [0, 1] as605

Tr(J) ≥ 2
√
Det(J). If the determinant of J has a large606

positive value, its eigenvalues are large and, subsequently,607

we have strong edges at multiple orientations such as con-608

junctions and corners. In practice, the determinant can also609

take negative values. To facilitate analysis, we rewrite Eq.610

(31) based on the determinant Det(J) and the trace Tr(J)611

of the tensor J as:612

λ0,1 =
1

2

(
Tr(J)±

√
Tr2(J)− 4Det(J)

)
=

1

2
(α±β), (35)

where α = Tr(J) and β =
√
Tr2(J)− 4Det(J) =613 √

α2 − 4Det(J). If the determinant Det(J) takes a negative614

value, β is then greater than α and this means that the615

two eigenvalues have opposite signs. Similar to the large616

positive response, a large negative response also indicates617

the presence of multiple edges like saddle points [19], [52]. 618

Thus, we define two predetermined anisotropy thresholds, 619

one for the positive determinant τ+ and the other for the 620

negative determinant τ−. For each candidate keypoint, the 621

anisotropy metric Cm is calculated via Eq. (32) and if 622

it meets the predetermined thresholds, i.e. Cm ≤ τ+ or 623

Cm ≥ τ−, then it is located at conjunction and is thus 624

labelled as a reliable keypoint; otherwise, it is considered 625

as an edge response and discarded. 626

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 627

We evaluate our proposed FFD against several state-of-the- 628

art ones, including 629

• Multiscale methods: SIFT [3], SURF [4], KAZE [6], 630

BRISK [49] and HarrisZ [15]; 631

• Learning methods: TILDE [24], DNet [25], 632

TCDET [26], LIFT [28], SuperPoint [32] and 633

D2Net [33]. 634

We used their implementations from OpenCV2 except Har- 635

risZ and the learning detectors. The code of HarrisZ is 636

available in [15]. The codes and pre-trained models of 637

the learning methods released by the authors were used 638

here. In general, KAZE provides better results than its 639

accelerated variant and this motivated us to compare our 640

detector with that. It is worth noting that the computational 641

time of AKAZE is also reported in the computational time 642

section. The number of scales per octave for multiscale 643

feature detectors were set to 3. In order to provide sufficient 644

keypoints for each image, we set the detection thresholds 645

in SIFT, KAZE and SuperPoint to 0.025, 0.0003 and 0.001, 646

respectively; similarly, the corner detection threshold in 647

BRISK and the keypoint detection threshold in SURF were 648

set to 15 and 300, respectively. We used the default values 649

for other parameters and a maximum of 10k best keypoints 650

per image of each feature detector were selected. 651

For FFD3, parameters N and τlc were set to 3 and 652

0.05, respectively. A blob is labelled as an edge response 653

2. https://opencv.org/
3. https://github.com/mogvision/FFD

https://opencv.org/
https://github.com/mogvision/FFD
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(a) Hannover (b) WebCam

(c) VGG Affine (d) Edge Foci

(e) HSequences, Illumination (f) HSequences, Viewpoint

Fig. 7. Repeatability of different feature detectors over Hannover, Webcam, VGG Affine, Edge Foci, and HSequences (Illumination and Viewpoint)
databases respectively.
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if 0.7 ≤ Cm ≤ 1.5, where the boundaries between edge and654

corners, i.e. τ+ and τ−, were set to 0.7 and 1.5, respectively.655

The feature points are assessed by repeatability & stability,656

robustness, visual localization, 3D reconstruction, golden657

parameter values, keypoint distribution and computational658

time, detailed in the following sections.659

4.1 Repeatability and Stability with Homography660

Datasets661

Here we validate the performance of the local feature detec-662

tors in repeatability and instability in the pipeline developed663

by Lenc and Vedaldi [58]. This pipeline was applied to664

several publicly available homography databases includ-665

ing Hannover [53], Webcam [54], VGG Affine [55], Edge666

Foci [56], and HSequences [57]. Mikolajczyk et al. [55] define667

the repeatability score as the fraction of keypoints that668

match between images with sufficient geometric overlap up669

to the ground-truth homography matrix. But it is revised670

by Lenc and Vedaldi [58] through normalization. They also671

introduce the instability score that quantifies the stability672

of the detectors across different thresholds. According to its673

definition, the instability of a feature detector is calculated674

as the standard deviation of the repeatability scores, which675

is then normalized by the average repeatability.676

Figure 7 shows the box percentiles (first and third677

quartile) and the whisker percentiles of results of different678

feature detectors (10% and 90%). In the databases containing679

illumination changes, i.e. HSequences-illumination Fig. 7(e)680

and WebCam Fig. 4.2, the learning detectors often yield681

higher repeatability than the traditional ones due to their682

pre-training with data augmentations. In this experiment,683

TILDE performs well and the proposed FFD is also com-684

petitive with the learning detectors, especially in the third685

quartile and median values. However, TILDE is not affine686

invariant. In the presence of viewpoint changes, TCDET687

and SuperPoint outperform other learning-based feature688

detectors. FFD gains the highest repeatability score in three689

out of four viewpoint databases and TCDET wins over690

the remaining one. KAZE tends to have high repeatability,691

indicating that it is affine invariant. The stability error of692

most feature detectors is less than 10% while BRISK has the693

largest variation. If we consider the results of feature detec-694

tors over both the illumination and viewpoint sequences, it695

can be concluded that FFD, SuperPoint and KAZE achieve696

the best performance.697

4.2 Robustness of Feature Detectors698

Here we evaluate the robustness of the feature detectors699

against noise and blurring. The experiments were run over700

the homography databases summarised in Section 4.1, and701

the detected keypoints were assessed by mean average702

precision (mAP). The additive white Gaussian noise (WGN)703

with standard deviation from 0.01 to 0.2 was added to the704

images, even though noise can be space-variant in practical705

imaging. The results on the synthesized data are reported in706

Fig. 8, where FFD and BRISK show more resistance against707

noise than the other methods.708

The images were also blurred by an averaging filter with709

various kernel sizes from 3 × 3 to 13 × 13. The results are710

reported in Table 2. Since the number of detected keypoints711

Fig. 8. mAP results of different feature detectors over the images in the
homography databases corrupted by the additive white-Gaussian noise
(WGN) with a standard deviation from 0.01 to 0.2.

is affected by blurring, we also reported the number of 712

established correspondences. In terms of the number of 713

correspondences, D2Net is less affected by blurring than the 714

others but its mAP drops more considerably. Taking both 715

the metrics into account, FFD, KAZE and SuperPoint are 716

less prone to blurring. 717

4.3 Visual Localization 718

Visual localization is an important task that needs an accu- 719

rate estimation of the position and orientation of the cam- 720

eras. Real-world conditions like distortion, noise and day- 721

night transitions severely affect the contents of the images 722

and feature matching of such images is thus usually chal- 723

lenging. Aachen Day-Night dataset [60] contains 4,328 day- 724

time images and 98 night-time queries. The performance of 725

local feature descriptors is evaluated by a pre-defined visual 726

localization pipeline4. The results of successfully localized 727

images are reported with three tolerances in estimation 728

errors of position and orientation: (0.5m, 2 deg.), (1m, 5 deg.) 729

and (5m, 10 deg.). HardNet++ [59] was employed as the 730

local feature descriptor for all the extracted keypoints. 731

The numerical results are tabulated in Table 3. The table 732

shows that FFD achieves the best performance over all 733

the three defined thresholds by significant margins. For 734

strict accuracy thresholds in the estimated localization, our 735

technique works better than all the others by as much as 736

2%, verifying its outstanding efficacy for localisation of the 737

detected keypoints. 738

4.4 3D Reconstruction 739

We also evaluate the performance of the feature detectors for 740

3D reconstruction. According to the pipeline introduced in 741

[61]5, the cameras are first calibrated in advance via Struc- 742

ture from Motion (SfM). Then, Multi-View Stereo (MVS) is 743

applied to the output of SfM to obtain a dense reconstruction 744

of the given scene. The quality of 3D models, which are 745

4. https://github.com/tsattler/visuallocalizationbenchmark/tree/
master/local feature evaluation

5. https://github.com/ahojnnes/local-feature-evaluation

https://github.com/tsattler/visuallocalizationbenchmark/tree/master/local_feature_evaluation
https://github.com/tsattler/visuallocalizationbenchmark/tree/master/local_feature_evaluation
https://github.com/ahojnnes/local-feature-evaluation
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TABLE 2
The mAP (in parentheses) and the number of the established correspondences of different methods for detecting keypoints from the images

blurred over different sizes of kernels.

Detector Blur-free 3× 3 5× 5 7× 7 9× 9 11× 11 13× 13

SIFT 2000.8 (0.486) 1897.9 (0.481) 903.9 (0.489) 542.3 (0.473) 367.8 (0.463) 277.9 (0.451) 220.1 (0.414)
SURF 1515.8 (0.495) 1210 (0.488) 1010.6 (0.476) 767.9 (0.471) 550.3 (0.476) 401.1 (0.479) 299.9 (0.456)
BRISK 2162.6 (0.485) 1299.2 (0.468) 638.6 (0.451) 371.2 (0.499) 249.7 (0.498) 183.4 (0.445) 149.9 (0.409)
KAZE 1674 (0.513) 1511.5 (0.491) 1261.3 (0.509) 991.8 (0.518) 753.2 (0.523) 562.7 (0.512) 421.4 (0.504)
TILDE 1232.9 (0.422) 1023.1 (0.421) 872.3 (0.417) 623.3 (0.409) 491.8 (0.398) 374.9 (0.386) 277.3 (0.378)
SuperPoint 1259.1 (0.451) 1061.1 (0.453) 899.3 (0.475) 851.4 (0.463) 696.4 (0.425) 657.4 (0.396) 538.24 (0.387)
D2Net 2842.3 (0.437) 2484.1 (0.435) 2196 (0.421) 1858.6 (0.419) 1665.8 (0.395) 1402.6 (0.371) 1233.8 (0.365)
FFD 1610.9 (0.548) 1423.1 (0.531) 1247.5 (0.55) 912.1 (0.559) 713.8 (0.538) 587.5 (0.513) 448.9 (0.477)

TABLE 3
Evaluation results (%) of different defectors for visual localization on the

Aachen dataset. The first and second best results are highlighted in
boldface and with underline, respectively.

Detector (0.5m, 6 2) (1m, 6 5) (5m, 6 10)

SIFT 42.9 56.1 80.6
SURF 38.8 55.1 73.5
BRISK 39.8 59.2 77.6
HarrisZ 41.8 57.1 75.5
KAZE 40.6 53.0 74.4

LIFT 35.6 53.1 67.3
DNet 37.2 54.1 68.4
TILDE 38.8 54.1 69.4
TCDET 39.8 55.1 72.5
SuperPoint 40.8 59.2 78.6
D2Net 40.8 56.1 75.5

FFD 44.9 60.2 81.6

the outputs of MVS, directly depends on the accurate and746

complete estimation of the camera parameters in the first747

step, i.e. SfM. We follow the same metrics and protocols [61]748

for analysing the 3D models. According to this paper, the749

SfM and MVS analyses are made via COLMAP [62] and the750

metrics used are the number of registered images, mean reprojec-751

tion error, the number of observations, the number of inlier pairs752

and matches, mean track length, reconstructed sparse points and753

reconstructed dense points. The datasets employed here are754

Fountain, Herzjesu, Madrid Metropolis, Gendarmenmarkt755

and Tower of London. Exhaustive image matching was756

employed for all the datasets and they do not need image757

retrieval. Similar to the previous section, keypoints were758

detected by different feature detectors and then described759

by the HardNet++ descriptor. According to the pipeline [61],760

the mutual nearest neighbours algorithm was employed for761

matching features.762

The quantitative results are reported in Table 4 and763

Fig. 9. We reported the results of just six existing methods764

that gained the best performance in the previous sections.765

For the two smaller datasets i.e. Fountain and Herzjesu,766

which are relatively easy benchmarks due to the structured767

camera setup with high overlap, FFD performs better than768

the existing feature detectors in terms of the number of769

observations, the number of inlier matches and the number770

of sparse points. In the larger-scale datasets i.e. Madrid771

Metropolis, Gendarmenmarkt and Tower of London, which772

are more challenging for 3D reconstruction due to large773

variations in illumination and viewpoint, FFD performs best 774

among all the feature detectors, both in terms of sparse 775

and dense reconstruction results. Our technique consistently 776

produces the most complete sparse reconstruction results in 777

terms of the number of registered images and inlier pairs, 778

resulting in the dense models including the most points 779

because of accurate camera pose estimation. 780

According to Fig. 9, FFD generally performs on par 781

with or better than the existing techniques in terms of 782

mean track length. The mean reprojection error shows that 783

the multiscale techniques generally perform better than 784

the learning ones. The localization errors of the proposed 785

FFD are the lowest, indicating the highest precision of its 786

detected keypoints. These results are consistent with those 787

reported in the previous section where FFD gained the 788

highest performance in terms of localisation accuracy. 789

4.5 Golden parameter values 790

In this section, we carry out an ablation study about whether 791

the golden values of the parameters σ0 and µ in the pro- 792

posed FFD are optimal. To this end, we reported its results 793

about the mAP and the number of correspondences of 794

the detected keypoints with different values of σ0 and µ 795

over the Illumination and Viewpoint datasets of the HSe- 796

quence benchmark. The experimental results are presented 797

in Fig. 10. The figure shows that for a fixed µ, the mAP of 798

the detected keypoints is improved by increasing σ0 from 799

0.5 to 0.65 but further increasing it causes a serious decline 800

in the number of the keypoints detected without enhancing 801

their mAP. Likewise, for a fixed σ0, more deviation from 802

µ = 2 results in a lower mAP and a smaller number of the 803

correspondences. In short, if we take both these metrics into 804

account, ‘µ around 2’ and ‘0.55 ≤ σ0 ≤ 0.65’ give stabler 805

results. 806

4.6 Distribution of Keypoints Across Scales 807

Fig. 11 reports the distribution of the keypoints per scale to 808

the total number of those detected by SIFT and FFD. The 809

distribution of the keypoints for SIFT [Fig. 11(a)] is more 810

even across the scales while FFD detects the majority of the 811

keypoints at its first two scale levels (about three-quarters). 812

There are less than one-sixth of the detected keypoints over 813

the next scale and just less than 10% of the whole keypoints 814

are located over the other scales. From the running time 815

perspective, this trend is more favourable as ‘N = 3’ assures 816

that the majority of reliable keypoints can be detected in 817
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TABLE 4
Evaluation results of different feature detectors for the 3D reconstruction benchmark.

Dataset Descriptor # Registered # Observations # Inlier Pairs # Inlier Matches # Sparse Points # Dense Points
(# Images)

Herzjesu SIFT 8 38K 28 46K 11K 244K
(8) BRISK 8 39K 28 38K 12K 239K

KAZE 8 41K 28 43K 13K 243K

TILDE 8 72K 28 103K 19K 240K
SuperPoint 8 66K 28 86K 18K 242K

D2Net 8 83K 28 91K 24K 245K

FFD 8 86K 28 118K 26K 245K

Fountain SIFT 11 81K 55 118K 20K 307K
(11) BRISK 11 75K 55 81K 21K 304K

KAZE 11 67K 55 75K 20K 304K

TILDE 11 101K 55 169K 24K 306K
SuperPoint 11 103K 55 155K 26K 305K

D2Net 11 127K 55 155K 33K 306K

FFD 11 166K 55 283K 38K 308K

Madrid SIFT 743 1.26M 896K 68.8M 251K 1.18M
Metropolis BRISK 731 1.19M 897K 64.7M 237K 1.16M
(1,344) KAZE 784 1.33M 898K 70M 274K 1.31M

TILDE 635 696K 887K 48.2M 164K 1.05M
SuperPoint 723 867K 897K 56.9M 173K 1.15M

D2Net 758 1.52M 898K 66.2M 264K 1.26M

FFD 813 1.43M 899K 73.1M 315K 1.36M

Gendarmen- SIFT 1188 2.55M 1.066M 88.4M 472K 3.04M
markt BRISK 1145 2.36M 1.065M 74.9M 412K 3.01M
(1,463) KAZE 1180 2.71M 1.069M 93.6M 563K 3.06M

TILDE 1083 2.05M 1.051M 58.8M 326K 2.98M
SuperPoint 1132 1.84M 1.067M 64.8M 356K 3.14M

D2Net 1154 2.82M 1.067M 90.3M 611K 3.08M

FFD 1216 2.96M 1.069M 92.4M 635K 3.23M

Tower of SIFT 1126 3.19M 1.238M 113.4M 639K 2.17M
London BRISK 1102 2.94M 1.237M 101.2M 514K 2.09M
(1,576) KAZE 1068 2.75M 1.237M 110.9M 617K 2.15M

TILDE 697 1.85M 1.234M 81.6M 323K 2.01M
SuperPoint 824 1.63M 1.236M 74.5M 289K 2.06M

D2Net 924 2.37M 1.237M 114.2M 547K 2.09M

FFD 1151 3.56M 1.239M 117.3M 688K 2.23M

Fig. 9. The reprojection error (left) and the mean track length (right) of different feature detectors for 3D reconstruction over different datasets. The
best result in each dataset is highlighted with a star.
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Fig. 10. The influence of parameters σ0 and µ inside the proposed FFD
on the quality (mAP and #correspondences) of the detected keypoints.

(a) SIFT

(b) FFD

Fig. 11. The distribution of keypoints detected by SIFT and FFD across
different scale levels.

the first two scale levels. Note that unlike the conventional818

feature detectors that split the input image into several819

octaves and each octave includes ‘S+3’ scale levels, we820

decompose the given image into just ‘N + 3’ levels that821

includes all the octaves and scale levels.822

4.7 Run Time and Computational Complexity 823

FFD was implemented in C++/OpenCV3.4 (without boost) 824

and all the experiments were carried out on a 64-bits com- 825

puter with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6130 CPU @ 2.10GHz 826

processors, 48 GB RAM and two Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB GPU 827

devices. 828

The execution time of all the detectors as well as AKAZE 829

is reported in Table 5. From the table, it can be seen that 830

the computational time of HarrisZ and KAZE is high and 831

the latter is markedly improved by its accelerated vari- 832

ant, i.e. AKAZE. Overall, SIFT and AKAZE need more 833

running time while SURF and BRISK need almost one- 834

third of that time. Although the computational time of the 835

recent learning feature detectors like D2Net show promising 836

results, their time-cost is still high and most of them require 837

GPU platform. When we compare the running time of the 838

fastest conventional feature detector, i.e. BRISK, our feature 839

detector needs just about one-fifth of that computational 840

time. BRISK uses the FAST feature detector at its heart that 841

is a fast intensity-based detector. The computational time 842

of FFD shows that it can solve the main drawback of the 843

multiscale feature detectors, i.e. high computational cost. 844

FFD reduces the running time of SIFT by about 95%. It is 845

worth reporting that in FFD, 54% of the computational time 846

is assigned to the construction of the scale-space pyramid, 847

25% to non-maximum suppression, and the rest to the other 848

steps including the refinement and edge suppression. These 849

figures for SIFT are 74%, 6% and 20%, respectively. As the 850

majority of SIFT and FFD computational times is assigned to 851

the pyramid construction and non-maximum suppression, 852

we also analyze their theoretical computational complexities 853

as follows. 854

The complexity of the scale-space pyramid varies with 855

the number of scales and we consider 2 comparable scale 856

levels where SIFT gives its largest scale-ratio, or equiva- 857

lently its fastest version. The number of octaves in SIFT is 858

set to 4, where we have one upsampling and two down- 859

sampling operations. 4 octave levels in SIFT is equivalent to 860

settingN to 2 for FFD, as we have no upsampling operation. 861

The length of the Gaussian filter Nf is taken as ‘7σi’. Both 862

of the feature detectors use separable convolution that needs 863

Nf multiplications and ‘Nf − 1’ additions. If we ignore the 864

complexity of upsampling, SIFT needs ‘955MN ’ operations, 865

where M and N are the dimensions of the input image. 866

Unlike SIFT, the kernel set in FFD is fixed at length 5 and at 867

each scale level, the stride is changed through inserting zero 868

between its elements; in practice, changing stride does not 869

need arithmetic operations but at the cost of the memory 870

accesses only. The total number of the required operations 871

by FFD to form its fine scale-space pyramid is ‘49MN ’, 872

that is about 5% of the operations required by SIFT. To 873

analyze the complexity of the non-maximum suppression 874

step, we disregard the pixels located at borders; this step 875

takes ‘10.625MN ’ comparisons in SIFT and ‘2MN ’ for FFD. 876

Bearing these matters in mind, FFD also detects highly 877

reliable keypoints. These remarkable characteristics show 878

that FFD is more suitable for real-time applications. 879

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 880

In this study, we have proposed a novel detector, called 881

fast feature detector (FFD). The main problems of the con- 882
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TABLE 5
The computational time in milliseconds of different feature detectors

over an image with 800× 640 pixels (The average time over 20 runs is
reported here).

Detector Category Platform Run Time (ms)

SIFT Multiscale CPU 552
SURF Multiscale CPU 159
BRISK Multiscale CPU 147
HarrisZ Multiscale CPU 2700
KAZE Multiscale CPU 1500
AKAZE Multiscale CPU 438

DNet Deep learning GPU 1300
TILDE Deep learning CPU 12100
TCDET Deep learning GPU 4100
SuperPoint Deep learning GPU 54
D2Net Deep learning GPU 950

FFD Multiscale CPU 29

ventional feature detectors are their scale-space analysis883

and computational burden. We have tackled these draw-884

backs by analysing the relations between LoG and DoG885

in scale normalization and excitatory regions, where the886

DoG is often used to approximate LoG for the sake of887

computational efficiency and reduction of noise sensitiv-888

ity. We proved that reliable scale-space pyramids in the889

continuous domain are obtained under a specific range of890

blurring ratio and smoothness width that are presented891

in Fig. 1(b). We also deduced that the blurring ratio of 2892

and smoothness width of 0.627 guarantee that the resulting893

pyramids enable the adjacent edges in the given image894

to be as much separable as possible. These golden values895

provide valuable knowledge and insights into the design of896

an appropriate kernel in the continuous domain which is897

then discretized for its applicability to the discrete nature898

of the images using the undecimated wavelet transform899

and the cubic spline function. Experimental results and a900

comparative study with the state-of-the-art techniques over901

several publicly accessible datasets and applications show902

that FFD can detect more highly reliable feature points in903

the shortest time which makes it more suitable for real-time904

applications. Results have also shown that the proposed905

feature detector is robust to different types of distortions906

and variations in viewpoint and illumination. Several real-907

time applications like Simultaneous Localization And Map908

(SLAM) building and 3D phenotyping of plants require fast909

and robust feature detectors. Investigating the effectiveness910

of the proposed feature detector for such applications could911

be interesting.912
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